.
Then, our conception of these effects is the whole of our conception ofthe object. (Peirce 1878: 146) In this philosophy, ,h. ,r",.rr. of a thing is its effect. (Fulcher 2004) . Reification is 'the propensity to conveft an abstract concept into a hard entity' (Gould 1996:27) Hasan (1985) analyses texts that conform to this contextual configuration, and identifies nine discourse elements that we might expect to see in service encounters: the greeting (G), the sale intention (SI), the sale request (SR), the sde compliance (SC), the sale enquiry (SE), the sale (S), the purchase (P), the purchase closure (PC), and the close or finis (F Hasan (1985: 59, bracketing human tendency to suggest negative cases: to suggest test tesks that would not work. Suppose we imagine sample task items which our test development group does not like, such as those shown in figure 7.
Our group feels that the first is not good because it includes multiple turns. The group dislikes the second because it presents syntex that is entirely too complicated -it seems to violate the 'focus' principle articulated just above, which suggests the change to our specification also shown in figure 7.
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